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- Privacy dApps are hard to build

- zk-SNARKs require specialised 

knowledge and skills

- Trusted setups are impractical for 

many

Problems
- A generic enough circuit can cover 

some use cases

- One trusted setup for said circuit 

saves everyone trouble

Solution



1. Register their identity

2. Broadcast a signal

a. Anonymously prove that their identity is in the set of registered identities

b. Publicly signal an arbitrary string to an external nullifier once per identity 

and external nullifier

A Semaphore user can:



How Semaphore works
Identity registration

- The contract inserts an identity commitment into an on-chain Merkle tree

Signal broadcasting

- The contract verifies a zk-SNARK proof

- The contract, which maintains a set of external nullifiers, prevents 

double-signalling to an external nullifier by the same identity commitment



External nullifiers - an example



External nullifiers
- A 29-byte value stored 

on-chain

- Can be activated or 

deactivated

- Optional, but creates 

interesting use cases 

- e.g. an anonymous 

forum where each 

person may only reply 

to a thread once

- An area for potential 

standardisation





To Mixers and Beyond: 

presenting Semaphore, a 

privacy gadget built on 

Ethereum

https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixe

rs-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-

privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b

00857c9b

Note that none of the 

public inputs to the 

zk-SNARK reveal the 

identity commitment.

https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b
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https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b
https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b


Privacy outcomes
From an attacker’s perspective:

1. There is a set of registered identity commitments

2. There is a set of broadcasted signals

3. But I don’t know which signals belong to which commitment!

4. The amount of privacy you get depends on the size of the anonymity set



Components
- Solidity smart contracts

- circom zk-SNARK circuits

- libsemaphore, a helper library

- semaphore-ui: a demo app

- Proving and verifying keys generated through two multi-party computation 

trusted setups



Applications
Mixers 

micromix.app

Anonymous login

https://github.com/ChihChengLiang/semaphore_auth

Voting

oneofus.app

Rate limiting for spam protection

https://ethresear.ch/t/semaphore-rln-rate-limiting-nullifier-for-spam-prevention-in-ano

nymous-p2p-setting/5009

https://micromix.app/
https://github.com/ChihChengLiang/semaphore_auth
http://oneofus.app/
https://ethresear.ch/t/semaphore-rln-rate-limiting-nullifier-for-spam-prevention-in-anonymous-p2p-setting/5009
https://ethresear.ch/t/semaphore-rln-rate-limiting-nullifier-for-spam-prevention-in-anonymous-p2p-setting/5009


To build on Semaphore
Source code: https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore/

1. Write a Solidity contract (e.g. SemaphoreClient.sol) which deploys a 

Semaphore contract in its constructor.

a. broadcastSignal() is protected by a onlyOwnerIfPermissioned 

guard

b. External nullifier manipulation functions are protected by onlyOwner
2. Implement SemaphoreClient functions which call Semaphore functions, or 

not, depending on the use case.

https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore/


Gadgets
Semaphore could theoretically be constructed from various ZKP gadgets as defined in 

the ZKProof reference.

- Commitment gadget + Merkle Tree inclusion gadget: to prove set membership

- Signature verification gadget: to prove identity

- Nullifier computation - a PRF



✔

✔

✔

ZKProof 

Community 

Reference, v0.2, 

p 51 - 52

https://docs.zkproof.org

/pages/reference/refere

nce.pdf

https://emojipedia.org/check-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/check-mark/
https://emojipedia.org/check-mark/
https://docs.zkproof.org/pages/reference/reference.pdf
https://docs.zkproof.org/pages/reference/reference.pdf
https://docs.zkproof.org/pages/reference/reference.pdf


Security model and assumptions
Security claims:

● Unlinkability between broadcasts is preserved

● Broadcasts do not reveal the sender

● Only a user that knows a private key can broadcast

Additional considerations:

● Anonymity and unlinkability should be preserved in the long term

● For efficiency, we can relax the third requirement



Security concerns
● The use of unstandardized cryptographic primitives

○ Pedersen hashes

○ MiMC, with self-derived parameters

○ New implementations of common gadgets

● The use of various hash functions for different reasons, since we can’t trust one for 

all uses and still achieve high efficiency

● In general, the use of algebraic hashes (MiMCSponge, based on MiMC)

● The interplay with the higher-level protocol

○ E.g., front-running protection

● MiMC Hash Challenge: https://mimchash.org/ ($20k and $10 bounties)

https://mimchash.org/


Interoperability
Semaphore-specific concerns:

● High level API of the Semaphore gadget

● External nullifier specification

General concerns:

● Gadget specifications

● Hash parameters



Extended functionality
We can modify Semaphore to create anti-spam systems.

Semaphore RLN: force anyone who spams the network to reveal their private key and 

have their funds burned



Semaphore’s trusted setup multi-party computation
Join here: http://ceremony.semaphore.appliedzkp.org/

http://ceremony.semaphore.appliedzkp.org/


Q&A
● Should Semaphore be added as a high level gadget? A framework? Is this widely 

useful? Let’s discuss applications!

● Choice of hash functions and security implications - what guidance should the 

community have?

● How to gain confidence in algebraic hash functions? Are bounties enough?

● How do we advance interoperability?

● Applications

○ Semaphore RLN

○ Login

○ Mixers



Resources
Spec: 

https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore/blob/master/spec/Semaphore%20Spec.pdf

Source code: https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore

Documentation: https://semaphore.appliedzkp.org/

Blog post: 

https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privac

y-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b

Trusted setup: http://ceremony.semaphore.appliedzkp.org/

https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore/blob/master/spec/Semaphore%20Spec.pdf
https://github.com/appliedzkp/semaphore
https://semaphore.appliedzkp.org/
https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b
https://medium.com/coinmonks/to-mixers-and-beyond-presenting-semaphore-a-privacy-gadget-built-on-ethereum-4c8b00857c9b
http://ceremony.semaphore.appliedzkp.org/

